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Messageware EPG, Exchange Protocol Guard, provides
essential security for enterprises with Microsoft Exchange

Messageware Exchange Protocol Guard is unique Exchange security that provides on-premise Microsoft Exchange 
users with logon intelligence and security controls for six of the most widely used messaging protocols. EPG is a critical 
addition for all enterprises including those partially protected by multifactor authentication (MFA/2FA).

EPG offers advanced Exchange Server security to protect organizations from a variety of logon and password attacks, 
in addition to extensive real-time reporting and alerts of suspicious logon activity. EPG includes a sophisticated set 
of access controls and real-time monitoring of potential risks. EPG user and system alerts, combined with in-depth 
analytical reporting is a complete access security intelligence solution.

Messageware OWA Security Solutions

We implemented EPG in our environment and on the same day, we were alerted that the 
Autodiscover protocol was actually under attack!“
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Secure the OWA Logon with 
Context-Aware Security & 
Dynamic CAPTCHA

Prevent Data Leakage and 
Stay Compliant with 
Secure Email & Attachment Viewing

Advanced Exchange Server authentication security to 
protect Outlook Web App users and businesses from 
a variety of logon and password attacks, and real-time 
reporting and alerts of suspicious OWA logon activity.

Prevent confidential corporate information from leaking onto 
unsecured devices and computers or falling into unauthorized 
hands with Messageware’s security solutions for OWA. Securely 
view email attachments for over 400 different file types. Control 
your users’ abilities to view, open, save, copy, paste, and print 
emails and documents based on granular security policies.

Messageware OWA Security Solutions

Protect User Email Accounts with 
Enhanced Navigation & Session Security
Maintain the integrity of your networks and users’ email accounts by preventing unauthorized users from accessing 
active OWA sessions. Enforce navigation controls, which terminate an active OWA session if a user navigates away, 
and session controls, which require a user to re-authenticate after a predefined period.

AttachView provides much 
needed email attachment 
security and management 
features that are missing 
from OWA and deserves 
serious consideration 
from any company using 
Outlook Web.
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